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Nick Sabato

In a glowing endorsement of Con-
troversy of the Ages, Justin Taylor 

of The [Social] Gospel Coalition, 
and well-known opponent of biblical 
(‘young earth’) creation,1 writes: 
“If I had the power to require every 
Christian parent, pastor, and professor 
to read two books on creation and 
evolution … it would be 40 Questions 
about Creation and Evolution (by 
Kenneth Keathley and Mark Rooker) 
along with the book you are now 
holding in your hands.” 2 Having 
dispensed with the epistemological 
equivocation of the former ,3 I wish to 
thank the editor for the opportunity to 
address some of the very same issues 
with the latter, a book which conve-
niently happens to be Ken Keathley’s 
“new favourite” on the subject of the 
age of the earth.

Cabal and Rasor are professors 
at Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary. Since Dr Cabal appears to 
be the primary author, I will at times 
refer to him in particular. The authors 
divide creationist positions into three 
major groups: young-earth creationists 
(YEC), old-earth creationists (OEC), 
and evolutionary creationists (EC). 

Although the criticisms of YECs’ 
al leged shortsightedness and BioLogos’ 
denial of inerrancy reveal the authors’ 
inclination, Cabal confesses his 
position in chapter 9:

“My bias is rooted in my con-
ser vative evangelicalism. I think 
the earth is likely old but am not 
dogmatic about it. I firmly reject 
universal common descent. I hold 
with conviction to the Chicago 
Statement on Biblical Inerrancy. 
And I am consciously motivated 
by a desire to remain faithful above 
all to biblical orthodoxy such as the 
kinds of things [Al] Mohler lists as 
examples of first-level doctrines. 
… I believe AiG draws theological 
boundaries too narrowly and Bio-
Logos too broadly. I have by far the 
deepest doctrinal concerns regard-
ing the effects of BioLogos on the 
church. But I also have serious 
concerns about AiG’s effect on the 
unity of the church” (pp. 190, 210).

Let me state at the onset that while 
I find many of the assertions made by 
Cabal and Rasor problematic, I respect 
their desire to maintain unity within the 
body of Christ in spite of the various 
opinions on the age of the earth. Their 
contention is that “those who believe 
they understand things rightly, they 
should humbly and patiently teach so 
as to nurture the unity of God’s church. 
And if boundaries must be drawn, and at 
times they must, may they be outlined 
with exquisite Christian kindness and 
gentleness” (p. 225).

This is good, biblical advice. It is 
clear that the issue of division within 
the body is that with which the authors 

appear to be most concerned. I begin 
the review by commending the authors 
for exhibiting intellectual humility 
and their confessedly high view of the 
doctrines of inerrancy and authority.

That being said, and while I do 
not wish to anathematize those who 
perhaps arbitrarily assume vast ages 
for earth history, the biblical and 
theological problems with ‘evolu-
tionary creation’4 go well beyond a 
dis agree ment about the age of things, 
and the authors admit such (p. 95).5 
Many of their criticisms of BioLogos 
are shared by YECs and need not be 
reiterated here. Furthermore, while I 
adhere to “young-earth creationism” 
quite strongly, it is not because of a 
disproportionate obsession with the 
age of the earth over gospel non-
negotiables. My concern is that the 
authors—like many others sympathetic 
to the old-earth position—ultimately 
miss the point of why the age of the 
earth is a point of contention among 
professing evangelicals.6

Cabal warns that “those coming 
to these pages hoping to find argu-
ments for OEC or against YEC will 
be disappointed. Rather, the book 
provides perspective of the lines being 
drawn by Christians concerning the 
creation debate” (p. 14). To this end, 
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the book indeed provides some insight 
into the nature and history of the debate 
as well as Cabal’s personal experience 
within this controversy. I think there 
are lessons to be learned in how 
we handle not only age of the earth 
debates but other tertiary doctrines 
(pp. 189–90)7 without glossing over 
their importance. What becomes 
apparent very quickly, however, is that 
epistemological considerations, while 
alluded to, are not given the necessary 
attention thus prohibiting the authors 
from confronting the primary issue 
when it comes to this Controversy of 
the Ages.

The Galileo affair

Galileo, the Copernican revolution, 
and the alleged clash of science and 
theology form the backdrop for 
evaluating the current age of the 
earth controversy. While the authors 
rightly admit that “the prevalent  
notion that science and theology have 
been perpetually at war is a myth”  
(p. 26), a great deal of time is spent 
trying to convince the reader that the 
modern conflict between creationist 
positions is a parallel to the 17th century 
controversy between the accepted 
orthodox cosmology and contemporary 
empirical findings. The implication 
is that if all parties would admit that 
they allow science to play a role in 
hermeneutics, YECs would retract 
their dogmatism because science is 
gradually supplying new knowledge 
to help us more accurately interpret 
Scripture. In other words, YECs should 
not embarrass themselves the way the 
17th century church had by refusing to 
interpret the Bible in concert with the 
new cosmology.

In the first place, the geocentric 
view was not rooted in Scripture at all 
but in Aristotelianism.8 According to 
Jonathan Sarfati, “Many historians of 
science have documented that the first 
to oppose Galileo was the scientific 
establishment, not the church. The 
prevailing ‘scientific’ wisdom of his 

day was the Aristotelian/Ptolemaic 
theory” [emphasis in original].9 Even 
apart from this, it was just ‘obvious’ 
that the earth was fixed, and few 
people until the Middle Ages even 
thought to consider a moving earth.
Schirrmacher notes: 

“Contrary to legend, both Galileo 
and the Copernican system were well 
regarded by church officials. Galileo 
was the victim of his own arrogance, 
the envy of his colleagues and the 
politics of Pope Urban VIII. He was 
not accused of criticising the Bible, 
but disobeying a papal decree.”10,11

In Galileo’s day, in order for the 
Roman Church State’s interpretation 
to hold, it had not only to ignore any 
apparently contrary empirical data 
but also the fact that Scripture did 
not demand the Ptolemaic cosmology 
(figure 1) in the first place. When the 
contemporary YEC/OEC conflict is 
compared with the Galileo affair, critics 
of YEC seemingly hope that we will 
become embarrassed of our similar 
stubbornness in disallowing empirical 
findings to correct our interpretation 
of Scripture. But what is overlooked is 
that while the Bible does not provide 
a defence of the Ptolemaic cosmology, 
the Bible plainly teaches that “in six 
days God created the heavens and the 
earth” (Exodus 20:11).

The Copernican model was not in  
conflict with any teaching of Scrip-
ture12 so the new cosmology posed 

no actual threat to the authority of 
special revelation. In contrast, every 
old earth theory is of necessity in 
conflict with Scripture because the 
age of the universe is constrained by 
the biblical timeframe from Adam to 
Christ. In the current controversy one 
would be guilty of twisting Scripture to 
fit “scientific truth” (p. 43, 174)13 if he 
were to interpose vast eons into history 
despite the plain reading of the Mosaic 
account and NT affirmation of it. This 
hardly compares to the Galileo affair 
in which “[Galileo’s] observations 
challenged the [Roman] Church’s 
authority as the source of truth” 
(figure 2).14 There is not much open to 
interpretation in Genesis 1, so if God 
actually created the universe billions of 
years ago, then He surely intended to 
hide that fact from us by inspiring such 
a deceptive and misleading narrative.

The apparent motivation for using 
the Galileo affair as a launching pad 
in this discussion is to show that, 
according to Cabal, there is nothing 
wrong with utilizing science in 
biblical interpretation and that while 
both YECs and OECs do it, YECs 

Figure 1. The Aristotelian/Ptolemaic cosmology 
(Peter Apian’s Cosmographia (Antwerp, 1539))

Figure 2. Cabal and Rasor admit that “Galileo 
also inserted himself into the theological fray 
at just the wrong time … with the Counter-
Reformation in full swing” (p. 35), and that, 
“Galileo’s actual trial had more to [do] with 
[insubordination to the papacy] than a science-
theology conflict” (p. 47). (Justus Sustermans—
Portrait of Galileo Galilei, 1636.)
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are hypocritical and inconsistent by 
lambasting OECs for their admission 
of such. For example: “Biblical inter-
pre t ation influenced by science is 
not new, but when OECs do it, some 
YECs accuse them of submitting 
the Bible to ‘evolutionary’ science”  
(p. 159); “YECs themselves practice 
the very same approach by correlating 
their biblical interpretations in light 
of science they believe true. But con-
demning others for doing the same 
is hardly consistent or considerate”  
(p. 170). The book is full of examples 
of YEC utilization of scientific data in 
forming speculative models, but this 
cannot be confused with reinterpreting 
Scripture in accordance with science.

OEC’s convoluted epistemology

I have contended that science 
should play no role in exegesis but that 
the student of Scripture adhere to the 
grammatical-historical hermeneutic.15 
Such was the interpretative method 
that gave rise to the great Reformed 
confessions, all of which attested to 
the creation of the world in six literal 
days. This is significant because the 
formulation of the confessions predates 
the YEC/OEC controversy. Why did 
the framers of these theologically 
robust confessions bother to include 
a statement on the days of creation? 
It certainly wasn’t because of some 
particular scientific data (or lack 
thereof). And it wasn’t because they 
had an unbalanced obsession with the 
age of the earth and any such “level-
three” doctrine. Their systematic 
formulation of key doctrines was 
rooted in Scripture as the source of 
knowledge rather than the imprecise 
epistemological smorgasbord so 
favourable to modern evangelicalism.16 
The Westminster Confession (1646), 
Savoy Declaration (1658), and London 
Baptist Confession (1677/1689) all 
maintain that God created “in the space 
of six days, and all very good”. Yet, 
when YECs speak with unwavering 
confidence in the perspicuity of the 

Genesis text and defend this historic 
formulation of the doctrine of creation, 
they are rebuked for making third-
order doctrines primary.

The authors rightly assert that the 
“central methodological issue at stake 
[is] epistemological authority” (p. 42). 
Yet, repeatedly in the book we are 
confronted with statements like the 
following:

“[We should be reluctant to] adjust 
biblical interpretation unless proven 
science made clear the biblical inter-
pretation had been wrong” (p. 209);  
“… No conflict exists between the 
truth of the Bible and God’s creation” 
(p. 223); 
“Both science and theology 
involve interpreting data (nature 
and the Bible)” (p. 21, footnote); 
“God is the author of the book of 
nature and the book of Scripture”  
(p. 45); and 
“God’s two books rightly interpreted 
cannot contradict. If the science is 
demonstrably true, then the conflicting 
biblical interpretation must be wrong” 
(p. 46).

Among other things, note the 
faulty “God’s two books” approach 
to general and special revelation. 
Since general revelation is non-propo-
sitional, it must be interpreted within 
a worldview. The Bible, on the other 
hand, is propositional, not “inter-
preted” the way data must be.17 Further, 
what do the authors mean by “proven 
science” and “science … demonstrably 
true”? Science is always tentative and, 
according to Karl Popper, furnishes 
“no ‘knowledge’ in the sense in which 
Plato and Aristotle used the word,”18 
nor in the sense in which the Bible 
uses the word19 (or what Augustine 
meant by a “demonstrable fact”20,21). If 
epistemological issues were squarely 
dealt with by the authors the real 
conflict would have to be not with 
YECs but with the philosophers and 
theologians who had long exposed the 
failure of empiricism.

The authors insist that declaring 
YEC and its central tenets (particularly 

no animal death before the Fall) a 
“gospel issue” is “reckless” (p. 204). 
As usual, they overlook that human 
death alone is a problem for long ages, 
since their beloved ‘dating’ methods 
place fossils of dead humans—even 
murdered humans—before Adam. 
And while it is true that the “gospel 
issue” designation has been applied 
indiscriminately at times, it is ironic 
that Al Mohler—the one to whom 
the authors credit their “theological 
triage” method—gave a keynote 
address at ICR’s 40th anniversary 
banquet subtitled, “Why creation is 
a gospel issue”.22 In his presentation, 
Mohler announces that “the pastors 
who are here, you are here because of 
a stance you have taken on behalf of 
the authority and inerrancy of the word 
of God.” 23 Likewise, reformed Baptist 
theologian Dr Richard Barcellos 
writes: “Does the gospel relate to the 
days of creation? I think it does … .  
Creation and new creation are vit ally  
related in the biblical drama of 
revelation. Redemption by Christ is 
connected to creation in the space of 
six days.” 24 So much for relegating 
six-day creation to the periphery of 
Christian doctrine.25

Of course, according to Cabal’s own 
testi mony, he affirms the authority and 
inerrancy of Scripture (pp. 22, 190).  
He contends that the issue is not with  
the alleged OEC rejection of iner-
rancy but with a mere difference of 
inter pretation. But just as we have 
seen with other OEC spokesmen, the 
necessary exegesis of the Genesis 
text is lacking in such a proposal. It 
is hardly satisfactory for a biblical 
inerrantist to argue for an old earth 
yet fail to provide his interpretation of 
the relevant texts. My admonition of 
Keathley is likewise applicable here.26

As the clarity of the Protestant 
con fes sions attest and the history 
of Christian doctrine confirms, 
the creation account is hardly an 
interpretive quagmire. After showing 
the incompatibility of old-earth 
theories with the historical narrative 
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of Genesis, Sam Waldron defends 
the historic confessional teaching 
on creation asserting thus: “If such 
language [in the Genesis narrative] is 
not intended to be taken literally, then 
it appears impossible to know with any 
certainty at all what the Bible intends 
to be understood literally and what it 
does not. There would then be an end 
to any meaningful assertion of biblical 
clarity or authority.”27

Additional problems

Space does not permit a rebuttal to 
the numerous errant assertions made 
about YECs which are intended to 
form a cumulative case overturning 
our position that exegesis must not 
depend on scientific data. At times the 
authors use the word “transmutation” 
in reference to evolution and at other 
times to speciation. In this way they 
make the same mistake as both Ken 
Keathley and Hugh Ross in conflating 
speciation with evolution in what 
reeks of deliberate equivocation.28 
They write: “When does the degree 
and rate of YEC speciation become 
evolutionary itself? … Without doubt, 
the employment of broad speciation 
in the service of anti-evolutionary 
YEC models is counterintuitive … .”  
(p. 146). Such confusion is unaccep-
table in light of the volume of YEC 
literat ure on the subject of speciation. 
The baraminic boundaries were set  
by God during Creation Week and  
speciation does not “become evolution-
ary” at any point.

Additional confusion surfaces when 
the authors take up radiometric dating, 
the geologic column and discarded 
YEC models.29

Conclusion

A systematic defence of six-day 
creation about 6,000 years ago and 
a global flood is not an obsessive, 
unbalanced commitment to a tertiary 
doctrine but is first and foremost 
concerned to faithfully exposit and 
defend Scripture’s record of history. As 

helpful as the theological triage concept 
is, it is also important to remember 
that theology is not a collection of 
fragmentary disconnected doctrines, 
but true propositions forming the 
fabric of an interwoven system. It is 
impossible to completely isolate and 
separate the tertiary doctrines from 
primary or secondary ones.

The authors want us to accept that 
both YECs and OECs interpret the 
Bible using science, and that doing 
so is not a problem. But if creationists 
only held to a “young” earth because of 
science, then they should be challenged 
to reconsider the role the Bible plays 
in their worldview.30 We should not 
be YECs because “scientific truth 
corrected biblical interpretation”  
(p. 43). We should accept a recent six-
day creation and global flood because 
of Scripture’s plain and perspicuous 
rendering of historical events, and be 
prepared to stand unthreatened by the 
epistemological futility31 of the natural 
man and his empiricism.32

Christians should charitably accept 
Cabal’s testimony that he believes in 
inerrancy and authority, but YECs can-
not help but find OEC talking points 
inconsistent with such a testimony. 
Old-earthers continually miss the 
point that “billions of years” is not 
some arbitrary target of bloodthirsty 
fundamentalists. There is evidence 
that acceptance of vast ages—and its 
corollary of death before sin—has 
at times served as a slippery slope 
resulting in more serious departures. 
Mortenson, Crowe and others have 
shown that “the compromise of 
[Charles] Hodge, [A.A.] Hodge, and 
[B.B.] Warfield, in spite of their good 
in ten tions and sincere evangelical faith, 
contributed to the eventual victory of 
liberal theology at Princeton after the 
latter’s death.”33

But even if doctrinal downgrade is  
averted and one’s theology remains  
intact, there are still major herme-
neutical and epistemological issues 
at hand, as we have briefly seen. If 
science informs our interpretation 
of the creation narrative, why does 

science stop short of informing our 
interpretation of the Resurrection 
narrative? Since science ‘informs’ us 
that dead people do not rise from the 
grave, perhaps the proper interpretation 
of Christ’s burial account is that He 
was only three minutes in the grave, 
being not actually deceased. Of 
course, Cabal would not argue that 
science prohibits the Resurrection. But 
the point is that here arises an issue 
of foundational importance, that of 
epistemological consistency. On what 
basis can one restrict the hermeneutical 
integration of ‘scientific truth’ only to 
the creation and flood narratives? What 
parameters keep empiricism from 
‘correcting’ other historical events 
recorded in Scripture? It seems the 
liberals are more consistent in applying 
such a higher critical filter to the whole 
canon, which is precisely why YEC 
concerns about concessions to non-
revelational “truth” are worth heeding.

My main concern for those who 
take an opposing view on the age of 
the earth is not so much that a Christian 
holds to an old earth, but why he holds 
to an old earth. For all the talk about 
biblical authority and inerrancy, 
this point seems to be lost on Cabal 
and Rasor. They acknowledge that 
BioLogos is unorthodox in its view of 
inerrancy. As such, proponents of EC 
are free to twist and contort the text of 
Scripture however they see fit. But for 
the one who professes to uphold the 
auth ority and inerrancy of God’s Word, 
OEC is not just simply a difference of 
inter pretation but is necessarily rooted 
in and defended by an appeal to extra-
biblical non-propositional data.

Contra Cabal and Rasor, the age of 
the earth really is not an “extremely 
difficult biblical, theological, scientific 
and philosophical debate” (p. 224) at 
all when a revelational epistemology 
is upheld and consistent hermeneutic 
applied. So I agree with them that 
Christians should not divide over the 
age of the earth—old-earthers should 
cease their divisive Scriptura sub 
Scientia approach!
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